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Coronary endothelial dysfunction is an early marker of coronary
artery disease (CAD) but its noninvasive assessment is limited.
We tested the hypothesis that diffuse patchy heterogeneous
resting myocardial perfusion by noninvasive cardiac PET, quan-
tified objectively by Markovian homogeneity analysis, or its
improvement during dipyridamole stress, is a predictor of even
mild stress perfusion abnormalities, consistent with coronary
microvascular dysfunction as an early marker of CAD. Meth-
ods: Rest-dipyridamole PET with 82Rb was performed on 1,034
consecutive subjects for possible CAD or follow-up, for second
opinion on revascularization procedures, or for screening be-
cause of risk factors and on 50 healthy control subjects. Objec-
tive, automated software quantified myocardial PET perfusion
images for (i) patchy diffuse perfusion heterogeneity by Mark-
ovian homogeneity analysis separately from, independently of,
and around significant localized regional perfusion defects; (ii)
size and severity of localized regional perfusion defects caused
by flow-limiting stenosis; and (iii) the graded base-to-apex lon-
gitudinal perfusion gradient due to early diffuse CAD without
flow-limiting stenosis. History of vascular risk factors was ob-
tained for all subjects. Results: Resting myocardial perfusion
heterogeneity with a homogeneity index outside 1 SD of healthy
reference subjects and its improvement with dipyridamole cor-
related closely with CAD documented by stress-induced re-
gional myocardial perfusion abnormalities outside 1 SD inde-
pendently of other risk factors by multivariate logistic regression
analysis (P � 0.001), by multivariate linear regression analysis
(P � 0.001), and by �2 analysis (P � 0.001). The relative odds
ratios of having stress-induced myocardial perfusion abnormal-
ities for a resting homogeneity index outside 1 SD of healthy
reference subjects was highly predictive and substantially
greater than for standard risk factors. Conclusion: Patchy het-
erogeneous resting myocardial perfusion by noninvasive car-

diac PET quantified objectively using Markovian homogeneity
analysis, and its improvement after dipyridamole, are powerful
independent predictors of even mild stress-induced perfusion
abnormalities, more than standard risk factors, consistent with
coronary microvascular dysfunction as an early marker of pre-
clinical CAD for potential preventive treatment.
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Coronary endothelial dysfunction is closely associated
with microvascular dysfunction and coronary artery disease
(CAD) or its risk factors (1), may be familial as an inde-
pendent risk factor (2), and predicts future coronary events
(3–6) or clinically manifest disease up to 10 y later (6). The
3 principal methods for assessing coronary endothelial func-
tion reflect different aspects of its complex multifaceted
behavior with specific limitations in clinical application.
The most established method using intracoronary acetylcho-
line requires coronary arteriography and provides informa-
tion only on epicardial coronary arteries, not endothelial
function of the microvasculature that is an essential com-
ponent of preclinical coronary atherosclerosis. Forearm ar-
terial vasodilation during reactive hyperemia by ultrasound
is noninvasive but does not correlate specifically with cor-
onary endothelial dysfunction (7). Cold pressor testing with
measurements of coronary flow reserve involves complex
sensory and efferent vasomotor control mechanisms sepa-
rately from endothelial function with such great variability
in healthy subjects that its diagnostic utility is limited (8,9).

The hallmark of coronary endothelial dysfunction is mild
heterogeneous vasoconstriction of coronary arteries or cor-
onary microvasculature under a wide spectrum of different
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conditions and vasomotor stimuli involving many different
mechanisms, including inhibition of vasodilator mecha-
nisms or activation of vasoconstrictor mechanisms by many
different interacting vasoactive mediators. Heterogeneity of
coronary endothelial function has been well documented in
humans (10–12) with associated altered coronary blood
flow or perfusion reflecting coronary arteriolar as well as
epicardial arterial endothelial dysfunction (13–17). Resting
coronary flow falls by approximately 20% after inhibition of
coronary endothelial nitric oxide production without signif-
icant reduction in maximum coronary flow or coronary flow
reserve (18–22), thereby reflecting altered resting microvas-
cular function.

Therefore, we have hypothesized that the visually appar-
ent heterogeneity of resting myocardial perfusion or its
improvement after dipyridamole stress on high-quality,
noninvasive PET images outside the limits of healthy con-
trol subjects is one manifestation of coronary microvascular
dysfunction associated with endothelial dysfunction (23).
Testing this hypothesis is important because coronary en-
dothelial dysfunction is associated with early preclinical
coronary atherosclerosis, increased coronary events (3,4),
and subsequent clinically manifest CAD many years later
(6), thereby providing a basis for intense, lifelong, pharma-
cologic preventive treatment.

Coronary flow reserve and myocardial perfusion imaging
after pharmacologic arteriolar vasodilation for identifying
flow-limiting coronary artery stenosis as first reported from
this laboratory (24–27) is now widespread as a routine
clinical diagnostic procedure. In this paradigm, the resting
perfusion image serves as a baseline for comparison with
the stress perfusion image for identifying discrete regional
perfusion abnormalities due to flow-limiting coronary artery
stenosis, myocardial scar, or hibernating myocardium.
However, the current report analyzes and quantifies the
distinctly different diffuse patchy heterogeneity of resting
myocardial perfusion as a marker of coronary endothelial
dysfunction associated with coronary atherosclerosis, inde-
pendently from and around these traditional discrete re-
gional myocardial perfusion defects caused by flow-limiting
stenosis or myocardial scar.

In this study, we use a mathematic technique from Mark-
ovian homogeneity analysis (28) to provide precise, objec-
tive, automated quantification of resting perfusion hetero-
geneity in 1,034 subjects, its normal limits in 50 healthy
reference subjects, and its close association with docu-
mented CAD, thereby demonstrating a basic new observa-
tion in myocardial perfusion imaging with important clini-
cal implications.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Patients
The population for this study consists of 1,034 consecutive

subjects undergoing diagnostic, rest-dipyridamole, myocardial
perfusion PET at The Weatherhead PET Center For Preventing
and Reversing Atherosclerosis of the University of Texas Medical

School–Houston. All subjects signed informed consent approved
by the Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects of the
University of Texas Health Science Center. A complete medical
history was obtained on all patients undergoing diagnostic cardiac
PET for assessment or follow-up of known CAD, for second
opinions on revascularization procedures, for prior positive stress
tests, for coronary calcification by CT, for chest pain or other
symptoms, for screening, or for risk factors. A history of risk
factors was obtained for age, sex, diabetes, hypertension, high
cholesterol, family history of vascular disease, excess weight, lack
of exercise, and past or present smoking, that were counted as
positive even if treated, as with hypertensive or lipid-lowering
medications.

PET
Patients were instructed to fast for 4 h and abstain from caffeine,

theophylline, and cigarettes for 24 h before study. As previously
described (29–33), PET was performed using the University of
Texas designed, Positron Posicam Auricle, bismuth germanate,
2-dimensional (2D) multislice tomograph with a reconstructed
resolution of 10-mm full width at half maximum. Using a rotating
rod source containing 148–185 MBq (4–5 mCi) of 68Ge, trans-
mission images to correct for photon attenuation contained approx-
imately 40–60 million counts. Emission images obtained after
intravenous injection of 925–1,850 MBq (25–50 mCi) of genera-
tor-produced 82Rb contained 20–50 million counts depending on
the age of the generator and size of the patient. After resting 82Rb
data acquisition, dipyridamole (0.142 mg/kg/min) was infused for
4 min. At 4 min after completion of the dipyridamole infusion, the
same dose of 82Rb was given intravenously.

Automated Quantitative Analysis of PET Images
Completely automated analysis of the severity and size of PET

abnormalities was performed by previously described software
(29–33). A 3-dimensional (3D) restructuring algorithm generates
true short- and long-axis views from PET transaxial cardiac im-
ages acquired in 2D tomographic mode to minimize scatter. From
circumferential profiles, 3D topographic views of the left ventricle
are reconstructed showing relative regional activity distribution
divided into lateral, inferior, septal, and anterior quadrant views of
the 3D topographic display corresponding to the coronary arteries
illustrated in Figure 1.

Each topographic map consists of 21 slices along the long axis
of the left ventricle. Every long-axis slice contains 64 radial pixels,
representing equal angles around a circle (360° divided over 64
pixels equals just under 6° per pixel). The 4 quadrant views contain
16 radial pixels each. Therefore, the absolute pixel size is N-by-M,
where N is 1/21 of the base-to-apex distance (different for every
patient) and M is 360°/64° (same for every patient).

Activity is normalized to the maximum 2% of pixels in the
whole heart dataset. Regions of each quadrant are identified as
outside 97.5% confidence intervals (CI) or 2.5 SD of 50 healthy
control subjects with no risk factors by complete medical history.
The percentage of circumferential profile units outside 97.5% CI is
calculated automatically after correcting for any misregistration of
attenuation and emission images that commonly cause artifactual
defects (34).

Markovian Homogeneity Analysis. Markovian texture or homo-
geneity analysis characterizes an image by examining the proba-
bility that a pixel with a given intensity will have a neighbor with
a different intensity (28), where Pd(m) is the probability that 2
adjacent pixels have intensity values that differ by m. For this
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study, the homogeneity index, H, is given by the following equa-
tion:

H � �m�1/�1 � m�2�Pd�m�. Eq. 1

The homogeneity index, H, can have values between 0 (noninclu-
sive) and 1 (inclusive). A value near 0 represents an image with a
high probability that neighboring pixels have intensity values that
differ greatly. The homogeneity index cannot be 0 because at least
one Pd(m) must be nonzero. A large value near 1 represents an
image with a high probability that neighboring pixels have similar
intensity values. In principle, the homogeneity index can be 1, in
which case all pixels have the same intensity.

The homogeneity index thus quantifies mathematically the in-
tuitive notion of homogeneity. A perfusion image that is inhomo-
geneous or diffusely patchy has a small homogeneity index near 0,
whereas a uniform image has a large index near 1. Conversely, an
image with a small homogeneity index can be considered to be
heterogeneous and vice versa. Each pixel can have a maximum of
8 neighbors: above, below, left, right, above left, above right,
below left, and below right, where a complete topographic map is
like the surface of a cylinder and “wraps” along the radial dimen-
sion. There are 5,184 unique pixel pairs for a 21 � 64 matrix,
assuming the 64-axis wraps. Intensity of the image matrix is
normalized to 1,000. More generally, for an N-by-M matrix,
assuming the M-axis wraps, there are (4NM � 3M) unique pixel
pairs. Radial pixel size and, hence, heart size does not impact the
calculation of the heterogeneity index.

Equation 1 shows that as the differences among neighboring
pixel units become larger for severe defects, the coefficient 1/(1 	
m)2 decreases rapidly with increasing m, corresponding to increas-
ing differences of intensity between neighboring pixels. Expanding
the summation in Equation 1 for differences of m 
 0, 1, 2, 3, etc.,
yields the following:

Homogeneity Index � Pd�0� � 1/4 Pd�1�

� 1/9 Pd�2� � 1/16 Pd�3� � . . .

This expansion shows that for a difference of 2 between neigh-
boring pixel units, the contribution of the corresponding compo-
nent, Pd(2), contributes just over 11% as much as Pd(0) to the
homogeneity index. Therefore, the homogeneity index, H, ex-
presses as a single number the probability distribution of differ-
ences among neighboring pixel units that is weighted for small
differences among neighboring pixel units with little influence on
H by large differences due to severe discrete regional defects. The
value of H therefore objectively quantifies the extent of the mild
diffuse heterogeneous patchy pattern on PET images separately
from, independent of, and around more severe discrete regional
perfusion defects caused by flow-limiting stenosis.

Application of Homogeneity Analysis to PET Perfusion Images.
The rest and stress scans are displayed as topographic displays in
4 quadrant views (lateral, inferior, septal, and anterior).

For applying Equation 1 to this topographic map, 3 modifica-
tions were made as follows: (i) The basal 4 slices are discarded to
avoid count variability in the membranous septum and the apical 2
slices are discarded to minimize partial-volume effects and vari-
ability in locating the last apical slice; (ii) pixels with intensity
values below 500 are reset to 500, and pixels with intensity values
above 850 are reset to 850 to eliminate any effect on the homo-
geneity index, H, of very low activity levels of myocardium scar
and to eliminate effects of the highest activity levels of normal
myocardium.

In effect, these limits further confine the homogeneity anal-
ysis to relative activity values ranging from 50% to 85% of
maximum on each PET image, thereby excluding extreme val-
ues as from severe defects or hot spots that would bias the value
of H for quantifying more subtle differences among pixel units;
(iii) these modified intensity values, 500 – 850 inclusive, are
scaled into an integer range of 35 levels, so that each new
intensity level represents 1% of the range, thereby mathemati-
cally further restricting the analysis to myocardium that is not
scarred, severely ischemic, or maximally perfused. Consequently,
the homogeneity index is not greatly influenced by severe perfu-
sion defects. The degree of small-scale diffuse heterogeneous
“patchiness” is objectively quantified on resting and stress images
and the rest-to-stress change independently of, separately from, or
around severe discrete regional perfusion defects due to myocar-
dial scar, reduced coronary flow reserve of flow-limiting stenosis,
or the base-to-apex longitudinal perfusion gradient due to diffuse
disease (30). The scaling impacts the heterogeneity index and
determines the “coarseness” or the degree of patchiness being
quantified.

Mean and SD values for the homogeneity index, H, were com-
puted for the 50 healthy control subjects just as for the other
automated quantitative measurements on the PET images for com-
parison with the patients in this study.

FIGURE 1. Schematic demonstrates 4 topographic views of
myocardial perfusion by PET. From left to right, views are left
lateral, inferior, right or septal, and anterior. Each view corre-
sponds to the distribution of coronary arteries shown.
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Statistical Analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 11.5

(SPSS Inc.). Data are reported as mean � 1 SD or SEM as
appropriate.

Analysis 1. Multivariate logistic regression analysis was per-
formed with the independent variables being the continuous values
of the resting homogeneity index (rH), the rest-to-stress change in
H (rsH�), and all discrete risk factors of age, sex, history of
diabetes, hypertension, high cholesterol, family history of vascular
disease, excess weight, smoking, menopausal status, and lack of
exercise. The dependent variables were an abnormal PET after
dipyridamole (stress PET) defined as either the lowest mean quad-
rant activity on the stress PET image, Q, outside 1 SD of healthy
reference subjects (Q � 1 SD), indicating flow-limiting stenosis,
or the base-to-apex longitudinal perfusion gradient (L) after dipy-
ridamole outside 1 SD of healthy reference subjects (L � 1 SD),
indicating diffuse coronary artery narrowing as previously dem-
onstrated (30). An abnormal stress PET therefore includes all cases
with any abnormality of either Q or L and excludes those with
completely normal Q and L—that is, both Q  1 SD and L  1
SD. It indicates a not-normal PET perfusion scan after dipy-
ridamole stress attributed to either a localized regional defect or an
abnormal base-to-apex longitudinal perfusion abnormality outside
1 SD of healthy reference subjects, thereby objectively document-
ing even mild CAD.

Analysis 2. Multivariate linear regression analysis was per-
formed with the same independent variables as above—that is, the
continuous values of the resting homogeneity index (rH), the
rest-to-stress change in H (rsH�), and all discrete risk factors. The
dependent variable is the continuous value of the lowest mean
quadrant activity of the stress PET image (Q), indicating the
quantitative severity of regional perfusion defects after dipyridam-
ole caused by flow-limiting stenosis.

A Pearson �2 analysis was performed for the discrete variables
as follows: abnormal homogeneity (rH � 2 SD or rsH� � 2 SD),
borderline homogeneity (rH and rsH� within 1–2 SD), normal
homogeneity (rH  1 SD and rsH�  1 SD), abnormal stress
scans (Q � 2 SD or L � 2 SD), borderline stress scans (Q and L
within 1–2 SD), and normal stress scans (Q  1 SD and L  1
SD). A 2-tailed P value � 0.05 was considered statistically sig-
nificant.

RESULTS

Complete data on 1,034 patients were analyzed. Figure 1
illustrates orientation of PET perfusion images in lateral,
inferior, right, and anterior topographic views. Figure 2
shows 3 examples of rest-dipyridamole PET illustrating the
range of images and quantitative measurements of the ho-
mogeneity index, the severity of stress-induced regional
perfusion defects caused by flow-limiting stenosis, and the
base-to-apex longitudinal perfusion gradient due to diffuse
coronary atherosclerosis. The first pair of rest–stress images
(Fig. 2A) are of a young healthy volunteer with no coronary
risk factors as an example of normal perfusion images. The
second rest–stress pair (Fig. 2B) is from a patient with a
severe stress-induced perfusion defect in the distribution of
the mid left anterior descending coronary artery. This ex-
ample of a severe stress-induced perfusion defect illustrates
that the Markovian homogeneity analysis is independent of

and separate from even severe perfusion defects because it
improves from a low value of 0.34 at rest that is � 2 SD of
the healthy reference group to 0.49 after dipyridamole,
within 1 SD of normal, despite a severe stress-induced
perfusion defect. The third rest–stress pair (Fig. 2C) is from
a patient with an abnormal base-to-apex longitudinal perfu-
sion gradient due to diffuse CAD without severe localized
flow-limiting stenosis (confirmed by coronary arteriogra-
phy).

Figure 3 shows the corresponding graphic displays of
homogeneity analysis for these same 3 examples in the
same order. For the first rest–stress pair (Fig. 3A), the
homogeneity index by Markovian analysis is 0.80 at resting
conditions and remains comparable at 0.83 after dipy-
ridamole, both within the normal limits of 50 healthy con-

FIGURE 2. PET at rest and after dipyridamole stress in 3
clinical examples. As indicated by the color bar, white indicates
maximal relative perfusion; red, high perfusion; yellow, interme-
diate; green and blue, progressively lower perfusion in contin-
uous graded steps. (A) Young healthy normal volunteer without
risk factors for vascular disease. (B) Severe stress-induced per-
fusion defect. (C) Abnormal base-to-apex longitudinal perfusion
gradient with only a mild stress-induced regional perfusion
defect.
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trol subjects. The second rest–stress pair (Fig. 3B) shows
severe resting perfusion heterogeneity with a homogeneity
index of 0.34 that is � 2 SD of healthy reference subjects
and improves after dipyridamole to 0.49, within 1 SD of
healthy reference subjects, in regions around the severe
stress-induced perfusion defect due to flow-limiting coro-
nary artery stenosis. As a quantitative measure of the stress-
induced perfusion defect, the lowest mean average quadrant
activity on the dipyridamole scan is 63% of maximum that
is � 7 SD of healthy reference subjects and the base-to-apex
longitudinal perfusion gradient is � 5 SD of normal limits.
This example illustrates that the homogeneity index quan-
tifies the patchy heterogeneous perfusion pattern separately
from, independently of, and around localized regional per-
fusion defects.

The third rest–stress pair (Fig. 3C) illustrates severe rest-
ing perfusion heterogeneity with a resting homogeneity
index of 0.26 that improves after dipyridamole to 0.40
without a severe stress-induced perfusion defect but with a
markedly abnormal base-to-apex longitudinal perfusion gra-
dient that is 2.6 SD units away from healthy reference
subjects. Although the regional stress-induced defect is not
as severe as in the prior example, 10% of the image had
activity that was also � 2.5 SD of normal reference sub-
jects. For the 50 healthy reference subjects, the mean ho-
mogeneity index is 0.63 � 0.13 at rest and 0.69 � 0.11 after
dipyridamole, a significant difference (P � 0.001).

Figure 4 illustrates the base-to-apex longitudinal perfu-
sion gradient of these same 3 pairs of rest–stress PET scans,
being within normal limits for the first pair (Fig. 4A) and
markedly abnormal for the other 2 examples (Figs. 4B and
4C), indicating diffuse CAD plus a severe localized flow-
limiting stenosis (Fig. 4B) or without a severe localized
flow-limiting stenosis (Fig. 4C).

Table 1 summarizes the logistic regression analysis for
the resting homogeneity index (H), its rest-to-stress im-
provement (rsH�), and the risk factors as the independent
variables. The discrete dependent variable is any abnormal-
ity of the stress perfusion scan, either the minimum quadrant
average activity outside, or greater than, Q  1 SD of
healthy reference subjects or the base-to-apex longitudinal
perfusion gradient outside, or greater than, L  1 SD of
healthy reference subjects on stress PET images. As ex-
pected, standard risk factors are predictive of abnormal
stress perfusion images. A family history of vascular disease
and smoking were not significantly predictive because of
the brevity of details of the history recorded in the database
options. The family history did not differentiate among
parents, siblings, or remote relations. Smoking did not dif-
ferentiate among remote brief smoking, active current
smoking, or amount of smoking.

The resting homogeneity index and its rest-to-stress
change are powerful predictors of stress-induced perfusion
abnormalities separately from and independently of stan-
dard risk factors. The much larger values of B in the
regression equation indicate that resting heterogeneity and

FIGURE 3. Display of relative activity distribution for Mark-
ovian homogeneity analysis, where each square panel corre-
sponds to quadrants of the same 3 people illustrated in Figures
1 and 2. Quadrant squares indicate the area of heterogeneity
analysis with the basal 4 slices and apex excluded from analysis
as described. For the first rest–stress pair of the healthy control
person (A), resting homogeneity index is 0.80 at rest and 0.83
after dipyridamole, both within normal limits of 50 healthy con-
trol subjects. For the second rest–stress pair of the person with
a severe stress-induced perfusion defect (B), the homogeneity
index is 0.34 at rest that is � 2 SD of healthy reference subjects
and improves to 0.49 after dipyridamole, within 1 SD of healthy
reference subjects, despite a severe stress-induced perfusion
defect. For the third rest–stress pair of the person with a minimal
perfusion abnormality (C), the homogeneity index is 0.26 at rest
and improves to 0.40 after dipyridamole with an abnormal base-
to-apex longitudinal perfusion gradient but no severe regional
stress-induced perfusion defect.
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its rest-to-stress improvement are not only independent of
but also markedly more powerful predictors of stress-in-
duced myocardial perfusion abnormalities than standard
risk factors.

The negative values of B for the homogeneity index (rH)
and its rest-to-stress change (rsH�) indicate that high values
of rH or rsH� are associated with very high probability of
normal stress perfusion images (the minimum quadrant
average activity Q less than or within 1 SD of healthy
reference subjects) and a low probability of abnormal stress
perfusion images (Q greater than or outside 1 SD of healthy
reference subjects). Similarly, low values of rH or its rest-
to-stress change, rsH�, are associated with a very high
probability of abnormal stress perfusion defects (Q  1 SD)
and a low probability of normal stress perfusion images
(Q � 1 SD).

For logistic regression, which uses a sigmoid/logistic
model instead of a linear one, B is the logarithm of the odds
ratio, and EXP(B) is the ratio of the odds—that is, the
probability of something occurring divided by the probabil-
ity of something not occurring, quantified as EXP(B). For
example, in this analysis for diabetes, B is 1.64, the EXP(B)
is e1.64 or 5.15,—that is, the odds ratio for diabetes. There-
fore, a person with a history of diabetes carries a 5.15 times
greater odds of an abnormal stress PET scan than the odds
for a person without a history of diabetes.

For the homogeneity index, B is �23.05, the EXP(B) is
e�23.05 or 1.03 � 10�10—that is, the odds ratio for the
homogeneity index. Therefore, the odds of a patient with a
normal homogeneity index (HI 
 1.0) having an abnormal
stress PET scan is only 0.000000000103 of the odds for a
patient with an abnormal homogeneity index (HI 
 0.0	)
of having an abnormal stress PET. Similarly, the odds for a
patient with an abnormal homogeneity index of having a
normal stress image is an equally small percent of the odds
for a patient with a normal homogeneity index of having a
normal stress image. From the other viewpoint, the odds for
a person with an abnormal resting homogeneity index (HI 

0.0	) of having an abnormal stress PET is 1/0.0000000103
or 9.7 � 109 times the odds of a person with a normal
homogeneity index (HI 	 1.0) of having an abnormal stress
PET. Separately and independently of the resting homoge-
neity index, rH, the rest-to-stress improvement in the ho-
mogeneity index, rsH�, after dipyridamole stress is compa-
rably predictive of CAD with a comparable odds ratio.

Table 2 summarizes the multivariate linear regression
analysis with the independent variables being the resting
perfusion homogeneity index (rH), the rest–stress change in
homogeneity index (rsH�), and all risk factors together in
the first 5 rows and for the risk factor alone without the PET
data in rows 7 through 17. The single dependent variable is
the continuous quantitative severity of stress perfusion de-
fects—that is, the minimum average quadrant activity on
the stress PET images (Q). This analysis shows that the
resting homogeneity index and its rest-to-stress improve-
ment are closely correlated with stress-induced regional

FIGURE 4. Graphs of base-to-apex longitudinal perfusion
gradient expressed as first derivative or spatial slope of relative
activity (vertical axis) at each tomographic slice from base-to-
apex (horizontal axis) at rest (blue diamonds) and with dipy-
ridamole stress (red Xs) with 	2 SD and –2 SD limits of 50
reference subjects at rest (blue dashes) and after diypridamole
(red dashes) for the same 3 clinical examples illustrated in
Figures 2 and 3. Slope units are changes in relative activity per
slice from base to apex. For the healthy control person (A), the
base-to-apex longitudinal perfusion gradient at rest and during
dipyridamole stress and the rest-to-stress change are both
within 2 SD of 50 healthy control subjects. For the person with
the severe stress-induced perfusion defect (B), the longitudinal
perfusion gradient at rest and stress and the rest-to-stress
change are all outside 2 SD of healthy reference subjects. For
the person with the minimal perfusion abnormality (C), the lon-
gitudinal perfusion gradient and its rest-to-stress change are
outside 2 SD limits of healthy reference subjects even though
there is no clinically significant localized regional stress-induced
perfusion defect.
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perfusion defects separately from and independently of
other risk factors (P � 0.001). For linear regression analysis
of continuous variables, B is the “slope” of the regression
equation (coefficient of the independent variable in the fitted
equation) that is substantially greater for the resting homo-
geneity index and its rest-to-stress change than for any of
the standard risk factors.

The negative values of B for the risk factors indicate that
the standard risk factors are associated with more severe
stress-induced perfusion abnormalities—that is, lower val-

ues of the minimum quadrant average activity, Q. The
positive values of B for homogeneity index (H) and its
rest-to-stress change indicate that low values of rH—that is,
more heterogeneous resting perfusion images are associated
with more severe stress-induced perfusion abnormalities—
that is, lower values of the minimum average quadrant
activity, Q. Similarly high values of rH are associated with
less severe stress-induced perfusion abnormalities or normal
images—that is, high values of Q. For linear regression, the
odds ratios based on B are not applicable. Quantitative
severity of the stress perfusion defects, Q, was not predicted
by family history of vascular disease, smoking, postmeno-
pausal status, or history of high cholesterol—again, most
likely due to the brevity of the history details that also did
not account for cholesterol levels or its treatment.

Table 3 shows the �2 analysis with numbers of subjects in
each category where homogeneity was defined as “abnor-
mal” if either the resting homogeneity index or its rest-to-
stress improvement were outside or � 2 SD of healthy
reference subjects, “normal” if both were 2 SD, and
“borderline” for all other combinations of the rest and
rest-to-stress change as mixed 1–2 SD, � 2 SD, and  2
SD. Similarly, stress images were defined as “abnormal” if
either the lowest mean quadrant average activity (Q) caused
by flow-limiting stenosis or the longitudinal base-to-apex
perfusion gradient (L) due to diffuse CAD were � 2 SD of
healthy reference subjects, normal if both were  2 SD, and
borderline for all other combinations. In Table 3, the distri-
bution of subjects in the binary discrete categories of ho-
mogeneity and stress perfusion categories is significant with
P � 0.001. Table 4 shows the relative or percentage distri-
bution of the �2 distribution of raw numbers in Table 3
expressed in Table 4 as the percentage of the patients in
each homogeneity category in rows from left to right across
the table. Figure 5 is a bar graph of the relative percentage

TABLE 1
Multivariate Stepwise Logistic Regression Analysis for Any Stress-Induced Myocardial Perfusion

Abnormality by PET as the Dependent Variable

Independent variable
Dependent variable:

discrete, any abnormality B EXP(B) 95% CI of EXP(B)
P for

significance

Resting homogeneity index, rH Q � 1 SD or L � 1 SD �23.1 0.000 0.000–0.000 �0.001
Rest-to-stress change in H, rsH� Q � 1 SD or L � 1 SD �22.2 0.000 0.000–0.000 �0.001
Male Q � 1 SD or L � 1 SD 1.99 7.29 3.40–15.63 �0.001
Age Q � 1 SD or L � 1 SD 0.02 1.02 1.00–1.04 0.019
Hx of diabetes Q � 1 SD or L � 1 SD 1.88 6.57 2.39–18.03 �0.001
Hx of hypertension Q � 1 SD or L � 1 SD 0.55 1.73 1.29–2.33 �0.001
Hx of overweight Q � 1 SD or L � 1 SD 0.43 1.53 1.13–2.07 �0.001
Hx of exercise Q � 1 SD or L � 1 SD 0.57 1.77 1.04–3.02 0.036
Hx of high cholesterol Q � 2 SD 0.85 2.33 1.32–4.11 0.004
Postmenopausal Q � 2 SD 3.02 20.45 1.98–288.2 0.011
Family Hx of vascular disease Q � 2 SD �0.18 0.84 0.48–1.47 NS
Hx of smoking Q � 2 SD 0.06 1.07 0.78–1.45 NS

B 
 loge of odds ratio; EXP 
 exponent; Q 
 lowest average quadrant activity on stress PET image; L 
 longitudinal base-to-apex
perfusion gradient on stress PET image; Hx 
 history; NS 
 not significant.

TABLE 2
Multivariate Stepwise Linear Regression Analysis for

Severity of Stress-Induced Myocardial Perfusion
Abnormality as the Continuous Dependent Variable (Q)

Independent variable, all risk
factors and PET images B

P for
significance

Resting homogeneity index, rH 38.0 �0.001
Rest-to-stress change in H, rsH� 34.3 �0.001
Hx of diabetes �3.31 �0.001
Age �0.07 �0.001
Independent variable: risk factors

only
Male �5.71 �0.001
Age �0.11 �0.001
Hx of diabetes �4.74 �0.001
Hx of overweight �1.86 0.001
Hx of hypertension �1.34 0.016
Hx of smoking �1.13 0.033
Family Hx of vascular disease 0.49 NS
Postmenopausal �0.75 NS
Hx of exercise �0.48 NS
Hx of high cholesterol �1.11 NS

Q 
 lowest average quadrant activity on stress PET; B 
 slope of
linear regression; Hx 
 history; NS 
 not significant.
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distribution of patients in each of the homogeneity catego-
ries derived from the �2 analysis in Table 3 and the per-
centage distributions in Table 4.

Table 5 shows the mean values of the homogeneity index
(rH), the severity of the stress perfusion defect (Q) and the
longitudinal perfusion gradient (L) for all patients grouped
according to a binary classification based on the homoge-
neity index being  2 SD, 1–2 SD, � 1 SD for comparison
with the mean values for the healthy control subjects. Mean
values in all the categories are significantly different from
healthy control subjects with P � 0.001 and are different
from each other by ANOVA with P � 0.001.

DISCUSSION

Coronary endothelial dysfunction refers to a wide spec-
trum of coronary vasomotor pathophysiology associated
with preclinical and clinical CAD that may involve epicar-
dial arteries or microvasculature, different vasoactive me-
diators, different stimuli, and different pathophysiologic or
clinical manifestations. However, assessing coronary endo-
thelial dysfunction and application of extensive research
knowledge have not been clinically developed because of its
complexity and lack of noninvasive approaches. This study
reports a new concept in perfusion imaging by demonstrat-
ing a close relation between resting perfusion heterogeneity
outside normal limits with early or advanced coronary dis-
ease in a large number of patients with well-defined risk
factors based on the association of endothelial dysfunction
with microvascular dysfunction.

Endothelial dysfunction as a cause of coronary arterial
and microvascular vasoconstriction is well documented in
experimental studies and in humans by coronary arteriog-
raphy or Doppler flow-velocity wires or catheters. Vascular
mediators derived from coronary endothelium include pros-

tacyclin, nitric oxide, thromboxane, endothelin, bradykinin,
angiotensin, serotonin, substance P, C-type naturetic pep-
tide ([CNP], an endothelium-derived hyperpolarizing fac-
tor), and others. The mechanisms may be inhibition of
normal vasodilatory mediators such as nitric oxide or acti-
vation of vasoconstrictor mediators such as endothelin.

The stimuli, mediators, and the vascular responses of
epicardial coronary arteries and the coronary microvascula-
ture are quite different, even divergent. For example, in the
epicardial coronary arteries, acetylcholine-induced vasodi-
lation is mediated by nitric oxide (20,35,36). However, in
the coronary microcirculation, acetylcholine-induced arte-
riolar vasodilation and increased coronary flow are not
mediated by nitric oxide (18,37,38). With epicardial artery
endothelial dysfunction, acetylcholine causes arterial vaso-
constriction while arteriolar vasodilation with increased
flow remains intact as an example of divergent pathophys-
iologic behavior of the macrovasculature and microvascu-
lature of the heart (18–22).

As a further example, endothelial nitric oxide production
mediates epicardial coronary artery vasodilation during ex-
ercise (19) but is not involved in arteriolar vasodilation and
increased coronary flow during exercise (19) unless there is
a flow-limiting stenosis in which nitric oxide helps main-
tain perfusion during exercise (39). In opposition to these
vasodilator mechanisms, endothelin is a powerful coronary
arteriolar vasoconstrictor that is activated in coronary ath-
erosclerosis in parallel with inhibition of nitric oxide pro-
duction.

Thus, there is no single specific vasomotor abnormality,
gold standard, diagnostic test, or even definition that iden-
tifies or defines coronary endothelial dysfunction. Our data
indicate that resting myocardial perfusion heterogeneity is
one manifestation of this wide spectrum of coronary vascu-

TABLE 3
Number of Patients in �2 Analysis

Stress abnormal (n) Stress borderline (n) Stress normal (n) Total (n)

Homogeneity abnormal 171 22 16 209
Homogeneity borderline 316 90 127 533
Homogeneity normal 72 38 182 292
Total 559 150 325 1,034

Homogeneity was defined as “abnormal” if the resting homogeneity index and its rest-to-stress change were both � 2 SD of healthy
reference subjects, “normal” if both were  2 SD, and “borderline” for all other unequal combinations of rest and rest-to-stress change as
1–2 SD, � 2 SD, and  2 SD.

TABLE 4
Percentage Distribution of Patients in Each Homogeneity Group

Stress abnormal (%) Stress borderline (%) Stress normal (%) n %

Homogeneity abnormal 82 11 8 209 100
Homogeneity borderline 59 17 24 533 100
Homogeneity normal 25 13 62 292 100
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lar behavior that is a powerful independent predictor of
preclinical CAD, more than standard risk factors. In view of
the different, sometimes divergent, arterial and arteriolar
behaviors in response to the wide variety of vasoactive
mediators, resting perfusion heterogeneity would not nec-
essarily be expected to parallel the effects of intracoronary
acetylcholine or cold pressor testing, just as the arteriolar
response to acetylcholine with increased blood flow does
not parallel its vasoconstrictive effect on epicardial coro-
nary arteries in CAD.

The limitations of this study deserve comment. A criti-
cism may be that the limited resolution of PET cannot
resolve the small regions of heterogeneous perfusion previ-
ously described in experimental animals (40) or the suben-
docardial underperfusion that is an effect of flow-limiting
stenosis. The heterogeneity that is visually apparent and
objectively quantified in this study involves regions of myo-
cardium greater than the 1-cm3 scanner resolution, consis-
tent with the arterial distribution of coronary arteries and
their secondary or tertiary branches demonstrated to have
heterogeneous endothelial function by coronary arteriogra-
phy and intracoronary Doppler flow-velocity measure-
ments. Therefore, the heterogeneity that we observe by PET
perfusion imaging is separate and unrelated to the disper-
sion of perfusion in small 1-mm myocardial samples for

microsphere measurements of perfusion reported for exper-
imental animals (40).

The heterogeneous resting perfusion in this study was
quantified separately from, independently of, and around
significant regional perfusion defects caused by flow-limit-
ing stenosis and, therefore, does not involve subendocardial
hypoperfusion due to reduced perfusion pressure or reduced
early diastolic subendocardial filling caused by flow-limit-
ing stenosis.

The limits of heterogeneity were determined from 50
healthy control subjects imaged on the same scanner and
software as the patients so that the technical limitations of
PET or any potential effects of microscopic dispersion
apply equally to both sets of subjects with the significant
differences reported here. The application of homogeneity
analysis to PET perfusion images requires careful attention
to the technical details of cardiac PET with 82Rb that are
different than those required for cancer PET, including the
necessity of lower spatial resolution in favor of a high count
density, 2D imaging to reduce scattered radiation, high-
count, low-noise, filtered backprojection reconstruction, and
compulsive correction of emission–transmission image
coregistration (34).

Coronary arteriography was not performed or used as a
comparative gold standard in all of these patients. The

TABLE 5
Mean Values of Quantitative Endpoints

Binary rH group Resting homogeneity index, rH Q L n

� 2 SD 0.32 � 0.036* 70.9 � 9.1* 1.61 � 1.85* 157
1–2 SD 0.44 � 0.035* 73.3 � 9.6* 0.85 � 1.44* 388
 1 SD 0.61 � 0.079* 77.6 � 7.4* 0.66 � 1.24* 439
Healthy reference subjects 0.63 � 0.127 82.3 � 2.8 0.09 � 0.45 50

*P � 0.001 compared with healthy reference subjects and for ANOVA for differences between the 3 patient groups.
Q 
 lowest average quadrant activity on stress PET image, % of maximum activity in whole heart dataset; L 
 longitudinal base-to-apex

perfusion gradient on stress PET image in SD units.

FIGURE 5. Bar graph of relative percent-
age distribution of subjects in �2 relative
distribution of Table 3. Homogeneity was
defined as abnormal if the resting homo-
geneity index and its rest-to-stress change
were � 2 SD of healthy reference subjects,
normal if both were  2 SD, and borderline
for all other unequal combinations of rest
and rest-to-stress change as 1–2 SD, � 2
SD, and  2 SD.
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percentage diameter stenosis as a measure of the severity of
CAD is notoriously inadequate because of diffuse disease.
The base-to-apex longitudinal perfusion gradient by PET
perfusion imaging identifies early diffuse CAD better than
regional stress-induced perfusion defects of flow-limiting
stenosis as we have demonstrated (30). Because coronary
atherosclerosis is a continuous spectrum from early mild
stages to severe stenosis, the conventional categorization of
arteriograms or perfusion images into “normal” or “abnor-
mal” for determination of sensitivity or specificity is artifi-
cial and incorrect, particularly when defined as outside 2 SD
of normal. Our multivariate regression analysis using con-
tinuous quantitative variables confirms the continuous spec-
trum of these endpoints. Accordingly, for added certainty,
we performed logistic regression analysis using as thresh-
olds of our endpoints a cutoff of � 1 SD as “not normal”—
that is, a greater probability of being “abnormal” than “nor-
mal” to include the great extent of mild preclinical CAD
with potential for plaque rupture and coronary events.

Although resting perfusion heterogeneity or its improve-
ment is associated with “not normal” stress perfusion PET
scans, some patients with resting perfusion heterogeneity
had normal stress perfusion PET scans. By association with
otherwise comparable patients with stress-induced perfu-
sion changes, our findings suggest that such patients with
heterogeneity or its improvement without stress-induced
defects are at risk for vascular disease. However, our data
do not prove that point. Proof would require many years’
follow-up of such patients off lipid medications to deter-
mine the outcomes, a difficult study that is not ethically
appropriate.

CONCLUSION

Patchy diffuse heterogeneity of resting myocardial per-
fusion by noninvasive PET quantified objectively by auto-
mated software using Markovian mathematic analysis is a
powerful independent predictor of even mild stress-induced
perfusion defects or base-to-apex longitudinal perfusion
gradients of diffuse CAD and is more predictive than stan-
dard risk factors, consistent with coronary microvascular
dysfunction-associated early or advanced CAD for potential
preventive treatment.
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